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Eight Level Grade System
Passed by College Senate

MJron Shapkow lleft! shared grade revision program. Pro£. Herb TJson
with ~tudent Ricardo McClean.

Iright I discusses a program
b:, \' ALERIE CORSERI
The B.C.C. College Senate at its
November 2nd meeting. overwhelmingly voted to adopt an eight level grading
system proposal. to take effect this
semester.
The eight level grading ~;ystem
proposed by Professors Herbert
Tyson and Myer Shopkow. was voted
into official use by the College Senate
with a vote of 59 to G, with 2
abstentions .
The revised grading proposal.

retroactive LU 3epkmL~• · lth. will
give students credit for 'plus grades'.
Until now. students with a 19 course
average. received the same "C"
grade as the student receiving a i'O.
With the revised system . a student
who scores 75 to 7<J will receive a C ~
grade with 2.5 quality points, which
can raise a student's index. This
system also includes a B + grade with
3.5 quality points and a 0 + with 1.5
quality points.
Professors Tyson and Shopkow.

Nho slruggled fu, pass;;.gc of the
revision for the past 19 months feel
the revision of the old A. B. C. D and F
system. to A. H +. H. C +. C. D.,. . D
and F. will make the grading more
equitable and it will help the students
who deserve it. Registrar Harvey
Erdsneckcragrees.
Additional support of the rev1s1on
was voiced by Associate Dean of
Students. G Ioria Hobbs. "I think the
system could really be beneficial
since it will be transferable to other

units of the City University, that have
a similar grading process."
The revised grading system was
initially introduced by Professors
Tyson and Shopkow in May of 191/ : at
which time there had been a ten point
difference between each grade like SO
and 89 , which was previously equal to
a B grade and which was equivalent to a
70 to 79 C.
It took the next year and a half of
refining and campaigning to finally
achieve their goal. With this new
procedure. students would receive
'plus credit' added to their grade.
After the proposal's introduction
and during the preliminary meetings.
the proposal was endorsed by Deans
Polowczyk and Stcuerman. Then it
was
followed
by
a
vote
of
departmental faculty . of which 18
departments were contacted: 15
approved the plan. 2 disapproved. I
was undecided. Since the plan was
basically approved, it took a trip to
higher grounds and was unanimously
endorsed by the Committee on
Instruction in May 1978 . Next came
. the approval by the Committee on
Academic Standing in June. it ww;

presented to the R.C.C. Student
Caucus on October 5. I 9/S and on
October 2G. it was presented to the
Faculty Staff Caucus.
Then on the evening of November:! .
1978, the proposal was approved by
the full College Senate . This long,
drawn-out process has proven to be
unique because there arc only (
grades, which makes the new system
a more accurate tool for evaluation of
student academic achievement.
T
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Budget Cuts, and Low Enrollment Cause Faculty Cuts
by FREDDY WASHINGTON
The expectation of critical conditions
related to budget cuts. declining
enrollment and faculty and staff cuts
has pierced its way to the surface in
almost every crucial area of the college .
In recent weeks. student and college
personnel \\Tre appalled by the announcement that Assistant Professors
Elaine Christian and Edith Palmer of
the Learning Center would not be
reappointed in September 1979. Such
an eventuality in all areas of study had
been made known to the faculty and
student leaders for some time.

However. it did not help to soften the
blow . Student Government members
posted a petition in support of the
dismissed Professors as faculty appealed for their retention from all
corners of the campus. Assistant
Professor Annette Peretz, the only
remaining Progressional Staff member
left to run the center stated "The
Learning Center will have to close down
completely. the job here is too much lor
one person with the hundreds of
students that increasingly usc the
~.·enter weekly."

Unfortunately this was only the tip of
the iceberg. It was soon learned that
Professor Peretz would also be denied
reappointment along with 29 faculty
from 9 departments. Of the .12
recommendations for reappointment
presented to the Personnel and Budgets
Committee, the following breakdown
was recommended to the President : 26
non-reappointments. ~ of whom hold
Certificates of Continuing Education
(C.C.E .) which will enable them to he
retained as Lecturers: 4 were recommended for reappointment: the status

Students Lose Rights Case
According to the Supreme Court's
decision handed down October 5 on
the matter of bringing a preliminary
injunction against President Roscow
C. Brown and B.C.C . Association, Inc.
enjoining them from establishing
revised fiscal practice by-laws and
Finance Review Committee based on
the
interpretation
of
B. H. E.
guidelines .
15.10
(c).
Student
Government Chairman TRINIDAD
APOLINAR and Former Chairman .
ROBERT RAMIREZ have lost their
ca se.

Assessment of the three page
disposition
described
the
cas e
presented by the student leaders as
not a clear case that only Student
Government should be permitted to
budget student activity fees. The
court document pointed out Sections
15.10 (a). (b). and (c) as further
verification that Student Government
was not the sole decision maker in
matters of budgetary disbursement.
Section 6203 (5) of the Education Law .
which hadn't been referred to
previously. authorized the B.H .E. to

"imp<'SC and collect fees and charges
for Student Government and other
student activities . The document
concluded : In view of the extraordinary character of the injunction
remedy, relief should be awarded
only where the right thereto is clearly
shown.
Accordingly.
plaintiff's
motion for a preliminary injunction is
denied. Upon receipt of the court
decision. President Brown moved to
set up a by -law Revision Committee
composed of B.C.C .. INC. secretary.
Continued un Paxe 2

of the remaining 2 was undetermined.
!Edward Sawicki had the dual role of
being undetermined for reappointment
and having a C. C. E. status)
It was presumed by the faculty that
this was the bottom line. However.
President Brown had the awesome
task of balancing the projected budget
request for '79/'80 based on the present
enrollment. Time played a role as well
in the final budget request. With the
deadline for submission of the budget
to the Chancelor of B.H . E. drawing
near and the final enrollment figures
still inconclusive, the President denied
reappointment to the entire list of
candidates.

"CAUSE OF FACULTY CUTS"
According to registration figures,
enrollemnt fell 600-700 short of expelted returnees and freshmen. leaving
H.C.C. approximately $800.000 short
of its projected budget for operation
expenses . The operation expense is
realized in part from the city according
to the number of students registered for
15 credits or more. generally labeled
Full Time Equivalency or F. T . E.
Students. There was also a $3,000,000
cut in the CUNY budget allocation lor
overall community colleges.

Continuc·d on
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Pharmacology Exam:

Two Strikes: Nurses are Out of Grad Line
After careful consideration of all the
issues involved. the Nursing Department voted against a third Pharmacology Examination for Nursing 14
students. The result of that decision
means that J4 students . from a class of
116. will not graduate in January.
The issues taken into consideration
were that students had been given study
material in the Spring and had sufticient time to study: the second test was
only a mirror reflection of the first one
and that the students just don't understand the material.
It was <.'ommonly felt that a third
examination would deteriorate the
necessary high standard of requirements needed to constitute that students know what they are doing in the
field of Nursing .
The request tor a third examination
was based on the fact that on the I st
exam (mid-term). approximately 75
students out of 116 failed and on the
2nd exam (final exam). approximately
J4 out of 75 failed . About half of the
remaining 34 students dropped the
course.

Professor's Thought
"I think the only possible argument
the Nursing 14 students may have had .
is the extreme anxiety of going ~>Ver so
many "critical" areas in their 10 credit
course. In some cases they have failed
the course in previous semesters; the
anxiety over whether they will fail again
adds more pressure. They have to be
super-human to pass through these
hurdles." These were the expressions of
concern offered by a Nursing faculty in

assessment of the crucial situation of a
dozen or so Nursing 14 students that
!ought to the last minute to get a third
chance at the final exam in Pharmacology.
For the layman's comprehension.
"criticals" are the four areas of study in
the modular course structure of
Nursing 14. The course structure is
similar to Math OS. which has tive areas
of Math. However. for Nursing. the
grading system is ditTerent than that of'
Math OS. Of the four critical areas

Budget Cuts, Low Enrollment
Cominued from Page 1
ADJUNCTS CUT
In addition, the adjunct teachers
salary budget was slashed from
$380,000 last spring. dO\m to $150,000
for the coming spring semester. clearly
indicating that more faculty will be
dismissed.
With class cancellation already
perilously low this semester. hundreds
of students can expect great difficulty
in getting needed classes . if they are
able to register at all. To compensate
for the shortage of faculty left by
dismissals. the College will be holding
workshops for the remaining faculty
and administrators to be retrained to
teach in areas other than their
specialty.
The workshops will be held for three
weeks during the semester break.
Ironically. the workshop instructors
could possibly be the faculty members
slated for dismissal.

MORE SERVICE CUTS
Other crucial areas of concern where
service is already at the bottom rung.
are security and college utilities. Informed sources. close to security. state
that security would be cut an additional

SO% as a result of recent budget cuts.
There have also been directives from
the President requesting that tight reins
be placed on the use of electric lights,
phones, and waste of aU office and
instructional material equipment In
general.
MAJOR SHOCK STARTED
It was at last spring's (February)
registration that shock hit B.G.C. when
a · thousand students didn't return to
receive their grade reports. That

situation set in motion an emergency
meeting by President Brown with
administrators and faculty to assess the
problem. The result was a weekend
telethon that brought together Deans,
Department Heads , Faculty and
Student Leaders in an effort to contact
students and convice them to return to
B.C.C. or at least say why they hadn't
returned. The full result of the effort
wasn ' t publicized so there is still no
certainty of what success. if any. was
realized .

ENROLLMENT SHORTAGE
The shortage of 600-700 students this
semester and the probable decline of
more students next spring offers little
more than hope of change. Support
of consistent reports indicating that
budget cuts will cause an even greater
number of class cancellations is
reflected in Dean Polowczyk's request
for the Communicator to run publicity
of pre-registration for nurses. In a
phone conversation, he stated "we need
to get as many enrolled students as
possible pre-registered because with
expected cuts in classes there may not
be much of anything left when freshmen registered."
Part of the enrollment decline was
the result of many students being
greeted with the distressing news that
financial-aid packages were drastically
cut and had to cease their education to
find a job.

NON-REAPPOINTED FACULTY
BIOLOGY
Ass't Professors
Louise Squitieri (C)
Paul Fisher (C)
Vincent Kissel (C)
Kathleen Howard (C)
Laura Mills (C)
Edward Sawicki (C) (A)

which are comprised of: Pharmacology.
Case Records. Medication Dispensing
and Clinical Laboratory: if one area is
failed. the student fails the entire 10
credit course.
In the interim of the struggle to pass
Nursing 14. students have been tripped-up the most by Pharmacology in
both mid-term and final examinations.

Opposing Viewpoints
It appears that the Nursing students
have other points to argue . and have
presented them to every channel of

College Lab. Tech.
Leonard Rinaldi

Michele stern-Jacobs (C)
Henry Skinner (C)

BUS. & COMM.
Professor

Ass't Professor

Associate Professor
Lectureres
Linda Barker
Harold Rand
Leslie Weinstein

Candidate has CCE (Certificate of
Continuing Education) which will
retain that faculty member . as a lecturer.
(A)
candidates status was undetermined.
(*) - Faculty names added by President
Brown.
(C) -

*

Hubert Mullings

Continued on Page 7

Jacqueline Stuchin

HEALTH & PHYS. ED.
Ass't Professors

Max Horn

support they could find. These included
the B.C.C. Legal Service, the President
of B.C.C .. local politicians and the
Nursing Students Association. Present
at a recent meeting with Nursing
faculty and Dean Polowczyk. was an
aide from Congressman Bingham's
oflice and Peggy O'Garro. CUNY
represenrative to Community Colleges.
According to students this high
failure rate resulted from a) inadequate
training methods and . materials. b)
heavy course load. c) the fact that
students were not allowed to use scrap
paper during testing for mathematical
computations and so had to do them in
their heads and d) the overcrowding of
the testing room which resulted in the
proctors having to shift the overload to
another area: the students claim this
procedure took I 5 minutes out of the 60
minutes allowed for the test.
Nursing students contend that the
Nursing program structure merits
questioning because great emphasis is
put on subjects such as Bed-making.
which is taken in Nursing II and
repeated again in Nursing 34. while not
enough time is devoted to Pharmacology. which ·directly involves life and
death decisions where medication
amounts and mixtures are concerned.
Students state there is no separate
course in the subject. Pharmacology is
integrated into the total program.
Study material consists of condensed
information printed on leaflets which
were used in Nursing II and 12. According tn nursing faculty additional

*

ENGLISH
Ass't Professors
Richard K iczkowski
George Davis
Marie Matthew

LIBRARY
Ass't Professors
Elaine Christian
Annete Peretz *
Edith Palmer

Studen_ts Lose
Rights Case
Continued from Page 1

MATHEMATICS
Ass't Professor
Stanley Friedlander

SEC. STUDIES
Ass't Professor
Doris Wilson (A)

Instructor
Doreen Lablanc

SOC. SCIENCES
Ass 't Professors
Carl Daley *
Kathleen Berger
Keith Malville

SPECIAL ED. SERV.
Ass't Professors
Stephen O'Neill
Harriet Shenkman
Boyce Bennett
Minna Goldman
Patricia Lanier

Special Assistant to the President.
Richard James, Professor Gil Riley,
and
Minerva
Stergianopoulos.
President Brown and three students
appointed
by
the
Student
Government. The Committee will
draft a set of revised by-laws with
provisions for a Finance Committee
that will review B.C.C . Association
Budget Request. The revised by-laws
are expected to be complete by
December I.
Student Government Chairman's
reaction to the court disposition was
"that decision was only referring to
budget allocations. The point of
concern to us was missed . There is
still the original matter to be dealt
with. Who has the authority to review
budgets before allocation to the full
board? That has always been t!te
issue, but it's not over. We only lost
the battle. the war is what we are
interested in."
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Vivian Naranjo Teaches What She Practices •••
Health and Nutrition

by FREDDIE W ASIDNGTON
Ever since her childhood. Vivian Naranjo has
had a natural love and passion for all living
things. It was her concern for all living things that
made the opening to her discovery of the path she
eventually took.
It was on a cold. winter day that she peered out

a bus windov.' and saw for what seemed to be
the millionth time, stacks of meat in the butchershop window. But this time it was different. The
sight shook on a light in her head. "Wow, look at
the slaughter of innocent animals man has
performed so he can eat their flesh." she
thought. From that moment she began a search
for a means of survival for animals. Her quest led
her to the awareness of natural foods.
Since then (for the past five years) Vivian
Naranjo, now a student at Bronx Community
College. has been a practitioner of vegetarianism,
sprouting. fruitarianism, herbology, fasting, yoga,
mediatition and natural cooking. Last year she
included in her busy schedule of classes, childcare
for her six year old son and a campus job; the task
of Health Editor for the Communicator.
It was clear that Vivian was following what
appeared to be a marked destiny in the realm of
human concern. spiritual. mental and physical
beauty and growth. Each step she took in the
process to better her own well-being was
accompanied with the need to tell the world of
the wonderful revelations her mind and body
experienced. Her articles were often overwhelmed with emotion and desire for readers to
grasp. However. she was still on her way and the
distance from her to the reader was too far and
impersonal.
There was also an incessant need to learn
more so she could have more and give more. In
the spring of '78, she reached a new expansion
and enrolled in a full-time summer program at
the Healing Institute in Boston. Massachusetts.
The intense program that started in the early
morning and lasted sometimes well into the

night. was a total elevation. that for some would
have been tiring and energy sapping. Under the
tutelage of the well known Yoga, Nutrition and
Healing lecturer, teacher and author. David
Carmos, Vivian studied Shiatsu. microbiotics,
accupuncture, hydrotherapy, Do-In. endocrinology and a host of other subject areas.
("An Idea Whose Time Is Near")
Now back in the warm and inspiring
atmosphere of her Bronx apartment. with her
joyously. mischievous son, a fiance with the kind
of understanding mind necessary to complement
her constantly, blossoming spirit and a host of
good friends. Vivian has started to teach.
Although she is in the infancy of sharing her
wealth of new knowledge, the relaxed. but
serious tone of her voice, the neat almost overstocked kitchen and the captivating, comfortable
atmosphere of her apartment where she now
conducts Sunday classes: all have a ring of
wonderful things to come and a need to expand.
Vivian. a Liberal Arts major and presently
working at the Botanical Gardens in the Bronx.
which adds satisfaction and knowledge to her
love of nature and life. already envisions
establishing a business component and healing
and nutrition classes. It's a big order on the scale
of one to ten for most people. Some would
consider it impossible, considering the lack of
visible means to get started. But for Vivian
Naranjo, it's just another beautiful awakening
on the path to the pinnacle of joy, beauty, love
and the sharing of peace.
She'll make it work because it's good and she's
always been able to make good things work!

Vets Recruitment Drive
The Office of Veterans' Affairs
conducted a two-stage recruitment
drive in the months of June and August
of 1978. A total of five (5) weeks. two in
June and three in August. were spent at
various busy outdoor locations. Information about the college was made
available to three hundred thirteen
(313) New York and New Jersey
residents, of which sixty-five (65)
registered for the first time at Bronx
Community College. three (3) enrolled
in the Veterans Readiness Institute and
five (5) returned after having been out
for a semester or more. Forty-eight (48)
of these enrollees are veterans and
twenty-five (25) are non-veterans.
From June 19th to June 30th, carfare
and lunch for nine (9) part-time student
recruiters, in addition to gasoline
allowance for the use of private cars.
totalled $314,000. Two part-time
recruiters, who had neither work/study
contracts or any other sources of income, for their efforts were paid
$2 .65/hour. each working a total of
forty (40) hours during this period.
Their combined salaries were $212.00
for two weeks.
From August 7th to August 25th.
carfare, lunch and the gasoline
allowance for five (5) student recruiters
totalled $206.00. The same two

recruiters who had no source of income.
each worked a total of sixty (60) hours.
Their total earnings were $318.00
during this period.
The total expenditure for the entire
summer recruitment drive of five (5)
weeks in June and August was
$1,050.00. Since seventy-three (73)
persons initially contacted by the
recruitment team were known to have
enrolled in some area of the college this
semester. the recruitment costs were
S14.38 for each enrolled student or
program participant.
These statistics are a success well
worth applause when you recognize
that the recruitment program promoted
by the college administration during
the same period was far from being
comparable.
The college recruitment ratio
program received 350 calls and records
16 registered students. It spent
$15,006.67 which come to $937.92 for
each new student. The college wide
recruitment program which had staff
and faculty members posted in banks
and other locations were even less
impressive.
This kind of performance suggests
that perhaps Bronx Community College
students themselves may be some of the
best advertisers and recruiters for the
college.

SCHEDULE FOR EARLY REGISTRATION
(ADVISEMENT)
Please be prepared with all previous grade reports or
Transcript and Bursar's receipt for fall, 1978
PRE-NURSING ROOM GT 401
LAST NAME

A-K
L-R

S-Z

MON. 12118
TUES. 12/19
WED. 12/20

9 a.m.-7 p.m.
9 a.m.-7 p.m.
9 a.m.-7 p.m.

.,t.

/P;

Operation Crossroads
Need an interesting job for the
summer? Something to stimulate and
develop your mind? Consider Africa,
no large buildings, no crowds and
most of all no smog. Operation Crossroads can give you all of these things
and more, interested? Read on.
In 1958, Doctor James H. Robinson
founded crossroads. This program
sends many students of all nationalities to different countries in Africa.
Their aim is concerned with the
development of Africa, as a country
and with opening channels of
communication between people of different races. nationalities and cultures. Their programs share certain
concepts. They give brief but intense
insight into those contrasting cultures
that we don't understand or know

about. For many students this can be
a summer work/study program.
Crossroads projects include: Art,
Oral history, Archaeology, Ethnomusicology, Agricultural development, Tutoring public health and
medicine, Journalism, Media development and Construction of schools.
clinics and needed community facilities. Yes, there is work to be done but
consider it a learning experience, it is
not only beneficial to the people of
Africa. but to yourselves. You would
learn the importance of the development of land and mind. To learn more
about the Crossroads program
contact:
Barry Colley of the Vet Readiness
Program, 367-7300, Ext. 511.
Or call: (212) 242- 8550.
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Why then has the Dean allowed Prof. Jose Prince to
be faculty advisor to both the Student Government and
the Senate, where a conflict of interest must ultimately
evolve? He was not requested to be nor voted to either
position by the students involved. Which means that he
In the wake of the Fall semester. the vertigo of newly
is not official temporarily or permanently. Does anyone
acquired administrative authority. random decision
stop checks with his signature?
making, desparate grasping for job security. the
For the time being, our faculty advisors are intact.
cutting edge of the budget axe, faculty jockeying for
but our Campus telephone is not. Through some quirk
"Brownie points" and dissention in the inner circles of
in fate. the Communicator's telephone has been in a
student leadership at B.C.C.. has heralded in what
state of desrepair for weeks. Student Center Manager,
could very well be "our worst hour."
Peter Velez has said Dean Steuerman has to. approve
To the student too occupied to notice the underrepairing it.
current, all might to be "business as usual." State of
Our Dean has accused the Communicator of
the college addresses have been made by the President
irresponsibility for breaking a contract with a printer
to student leaderships and organizations illustrating
last Spring. A contract which was illegal at its inthe struggle ahead to be difficult, but not insur- little. The other side of the coin reveals that all is not ception. with a printer who legally should not have been
mountable.
"business as usual" nor the channels of communica- awarded the contract because he could not produce
Buildings are being renovated and painted either ,tions informing the students fully. but should. It also proof of being a Union printer. as per contract
from necessity or for greater class space. Department reveals why. As you the student watch and listen to the requirements.
and committee streamlining is proposed for gr,eater moans and scurrying o( the faculty and administration
Rather than thoroughly check the situation out
effectivenss. Instructors and departments are bub- confronting the critical issues of this Campus. you Dean Steuerman abused his authority again and
bling over with supposedly new and better course of- should see and confront those very same issues, since threatened to halt production of the newspaper. He is
ferings. Tutorial assistance and faculty concern is they will ultimately affect you.
now promoting the passage of a media review prorising to the breaking point. Near strangen are pouring
It is important that as students you pursue and posal which will make the illegal act of it's suspension
into the Communicator omce only to tum out to be question the faculty. administration and your student clause appear official because it will have been voted
faculty that have been here for yean; all bearing gifts of leaders; the Government. the Senate. student organi- on by a student activit) committee.
Yet, when there was a need to elect a student
academic endearment to be published, presumably to zations and associations. even the newspaper. because
there are obvious roadsigns that say your right to know publication representative to the Board of B.C.C.
benefit the students' educational growth.
The call for responsible leadership. accountability is being cutoff or controlled by the administration.
Association, Inc., which controls the aJJocation of
and reciprocal respect between faculty and students are
Attempts at the cutoff have already begun to shield student fees; in the face of contrary evidence, Dean
the dict~tes of the day by the administraiton. I.n your eyes and ears from the onslaught that's coming.- Steuerman d~clared there were no established
preparation for enticement of returning and new
One of the major arteries of communication, 'Publications Association guidelines nor was there proof
students, the College catalogue has been redesigned dedicated to informing students of the realities of their that a practiced system from which to elect a
(with many of those ancient photographs from the old situation. is your student newspaper. Because of the representative, existed. He simply established his own
catalogue). The registration guide has color advertise- loud voice of the student newspaper. it has been in Association group. Where did the representatives come
ments (probably to compensate for the space left by constant battle for its existence.
from in past years?
cancelled classes). Additionally, thousands ·of dollars
Since the beginning of the semester. the Office ofthe
To add insult to injury. Prof. Prince and Dean
are being spent, either from students fees or student fee Dean of Students has been digging pits of dis- Steuerman. although warned against it. used unofficial
income (commissions paid by the private businesses in couragement to thwart your chances to receive that records to verify if students participating in the electhe Student Center) on recruitment of new students to information. The first effort by Dean Steuermfan, was tion. were registered students. So much for acbolster enrollment and lend validation to the Rah. rah to try handpicking the faculty advisor for the Com- countability. responsibility, prQper guidance and
maxim. coined by President Brown. "The Bronx is municator. which is not Dean Steuerman's right. Dean respect for obligations.
moving. B.C.C. is moving!" How true, but in what Steuerman further believes he has the right to arIf you have now become concerned with the WHY
direction?
bitrarlly abolish the guidelines for faculty advisors and Factor for all these actions, consider the following: The
So much for the illusion of the naked eye and the develop his own. He wanted someone "he could live student press is the strongest. single medium of
proposed future gratuities of reorganization, Campus with". When it didn't work, he very subtly proceeded to communication on Campus. It is dedicated to reporting
beatufication and the seemingly rejuvenated quality of institute tactics of discouragement with each faculty the news to the best of its ability and does not hold
academic values.
chosen by the Communicator; reminding them of the special consideration for any group. organization,
What do our fellow students know about the other past misfortunes of the Communicator and proposing individual or cause above the right of the student body
side of the coin? Probably nothing or at best, very them to be the burden of the present advisor.
to know the truty as we know it.
For the Administration, that can be a problem
Finally. Prof. Joan Seals agreed to take the job
temporarily and met the requirements of having an because they don't want you to know the drastic truth
<"OMMUMCATOR STAFF
.
English background. But when her signature appeared of declining enrollment.
on check requests, Dean Steuerman, Richard James
This was evident when President Brown attempted
and President Brown declared that a temporary advisor to execute censorship by telling the student press not
\'ak!rit
was
not acceptable. Then was she acceptable two days to print what he reported at a faculty forum on
Zin.a f'm.,dl
prior to the request being made? The requirement of an Budget problems, reorganization, and general re'hunnr F;•rrmgtun
SMni M\C't'
English background was then changed to' a Journalism visions of the college structure.
£atft1aln1H111
IM,t'lu.• I'J!P"
You may not decide to return if you are aware that
background.
Hillar) Rluomlicld
Undaunted. the Communicator then found two classes will be cut even more next semester (we may
Hcltr'''·
J. S\·h;an
dedicated faculty to be co-faculty advisors; Prof. Joan have only 5,000 students next semester). Or that inMOitl(tCI
Seals and Prof. George Davis, who has an English and creased implementation of certificate (vocational)
Spedll eo.....
!).,.m·hc.•t
·1 ,,nl !l•kl.1ullhlin
Journalism background. Meanwhile. the Dean con- programs could lower the recognition of your degree
stantly called them to senseless meetings that served to when you go elsewhere. You may discover that the
Jell
do nothing more than discourage their involvement. faculty teaching your class in September may have little
Jn;• (
Uarmic K. C"nutWr
At this point the acts of pettiness became extreme. more than a month's training or retraining in your
Willium
tdv. •• rd l'.:n:1
Dean Steuerman announced his disatisfaction with the chosen course. in the last five, ten or twenty years.
co-advisor arrangement because he felt one person
You may read facts about your student fees paying
should be ultimately responsible. And as Dean security guard salaries in the Student Center for
Layour/ De..lan
Steuerman constantly says in situations such as this. protection of limb and property, while the guards
P:.um:Ja Rrcc
RL·Ih Para
"The President supports me in this."
lounge in the Manager's office all day or fraternize with
l •n·r)l B•KM'\'oarcldh,·
On two occasions when important check requests secretaries. You will find that while students' use of the
Di.ln.J
Nadine (iad\dt'n
were made. they stopped at the President's office for lounges and recreation areas of the Center are still in
approval. However,checks with small amounts were existence. the space for student use is getting smaller
Jcrunu: \\o'a ..hinJ(hm
signed by the properly appointed Treasurer and and the time for use is getting shorter. But the
Prol. Jnan Seals
Secretary of the Funding Board. This presents a clear management's office space is getting larger and the
indication
that respect for the faculty advisors (who operating costs in student fees is $132,000 a year.
"' :.
of \pou·e
l.ctlrf'\
thC' Editor ollcred lbr thh.
The Student Government is watching it happen. But
must sign all check reqeusts) ability to know what
L'duinn 1ha1 wct"f nol
'll:ill be
J)f('\ented in lht: ncll.l cdi1ion
he/she is doing, is zero!
Continued on Page 7
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Wesley Brown Talks About HTragic Magic''
by LOURDES SANCHEZ
If you're bored with the chestbeating so many people seem to be
into these days, then meeting
someone like Wesley Brown can be a
refreshing experience .
Wesley Brown, author of the novel
TRAFFIC MAGIC, spoke to an
audience of 40-50 students on
Thursday, October 19 in the Gould
Student Center.
English professor, George Davis, a
10 year friend of Mr. Brown. extended
the invitation to speak specifically
because of the similar backgrounds
shared by the author and many
students.
Raised and educated in New York,
Wesley Brown attended New York
City public schools, left to attend state
college and returned to do graduate
work at City of College of New York
and has presently made the city his ·
home base.
While growing up, his parents didn't
encourage too much conversation at
home and so within himself he
created a world in which to dwell .
With a need for emotional release and
expression. he turned to writing .
Joining a writing workshop in 1971,
Wesley Brown began an interest that
has continued to this present day. The
leader of that workshop was the
present writer-in-residence at BCC.
John 0. Killens. also present at
Brown's talk.
Recalling his experience with the
workshop as a very valuable one for
him. the soft-spoken and insightful
Brown said, "the struggles of writing
are similar in a workshop and it's
nourishing to communicate with
those sharing the experience with
you. Your efforts are then worth the
struggles."
Writing, for Wesley Brown. helps to
verify his beliefs. thoughts and
expressions . "It is in the process of
writing," he said. "that I realize what
I do think and feel."
In a low. direct tone he told of the
break that came his way while in
graduate school. While enrolled in

another writing workshop, its leader
Susan Sontag, a successful critic and
writer, "read his work." recognized.
his talent. and referred him to a
friend of hers in publishing. That
connection led to the eventual
publishing of his book.
Many were not surprised when he
later said that the best way to get your
work published was to "get to know
someone in the business ."
Wesley Brown knew rejection long

..---PIANO INSTRUCTION--,
Ruth Fromowitz Luch,_.
Teacher of Piano Theo:'y
and Harmony
Call : 367-6739
Located Near the B.C.C. Campus

allowing the lack of grammatical
skills to prevent you from writing."
Sharing the floor with Mr. Brown for
part of the speech, Professor Davis
emphasized that "while grammar is
important it is also important to get
experiences down on paper. "
In 1972. Wesley Brown dodged the
draft and spent the next year and a half
in prison. Acknowledging it as a difticult time. he said that while imprisoned he wrote nothing of the actual
confinement. "Jail was happening," he
remarked , "dealing with it meant not
thinking or writing about it .. . thinking was too difficult."
~

It can be safely assumed that it was
··, .- '

~~. ,\
·~~

Wesley

Brown, author of "Tragic Magic."

due to this protective mechanism that
the writing of his book, TRAGIC
MAGIC, was not to begin until he
came out of prison . Five years were
put into the writing of it. The main
character is "a draft-dodging
conscientious objector who chose
prison rather than Viet Nam or
Canada ." Although based on some of
his experiences. Brown said the book
is not autobiographical. The book
jacket describes the novel itself as an
exploration of the "thin line between
non-violence and cowardice. recklessness and risk - in short. what it is to
be a man."
A distinct impression received of
Wesley Brown is that he lacks that
aggressive. toe-stepping attitude
accepted as a given in today's heated
race for #1 .
At the end of his talk students
surrounded Mr. Brown to seek his
autograph. buy his book, shake his
hand, or just talk a while. He attended
to every person seeking his attention,
displaying the same interest on the
individual as he had on the group.

before he knew success . He said of
rejection that "sustaining yourself
not only as a writer but as a person,
involves contending with rejection."
Inciting laughter. Prof. Davis himself
an author added that the "best
writers have a collection of them."
"How valid is a rejection based on
the reason that what's been written is

Earn While You Learn
by TOM MCLAUGHLIN
This week's listings of Civil Service
jobs may be the jackpot for some
B.C .C. students . There are numerou s
listings in City, State . and Federal
Employment in the Chief and the Civil
Service leader newspapers .
N.Y. City Civil Service at 49 Thomas
Street lists the following jobs and
filing dates .
1. traffic enforcement agent - open
filing till further notice.
2. Steno specialist, file Nov. 8-28. Test
Dec. 16.
3. Board of Education Secretarial
positions contact your local
School Board or the Central Boards
Personnel Division.
N.Y. State Civil Service at 2 World
Trade Center. N.Y. Phone 488-4248
1. Medical
Record
Administrator $11.904
2. Social
Service
Management
Specialist and Trainee (SpanishSpeaking) $11.450 - $10 ,824
3. VaritypeOperator $7,152
4. Health
Care
Fiscal
Analyst
Trainee, Basic and Senior Levels
from $10,624 to $18.301
5. Assistant in Library Services 17, 36
5- 20.07i (Call for Qualification
First)

not ·of interest to the majority?" one
student asked. Sardonically, Brown
told of a piece he had submitted for
publishing and was asked by the
potential publishers to revise it on the
basis that. it was "too black". More
serious he added, "Human
experiences are universal but
unfortunately many automatically
eliminate the speaking to or for others
due to imposed barriers of color or
culture. Everyone in this country is

Ex-Servicemen
Navy or Coast Guardsman - Small
boat handler. The City has a position
for Buoy Light Tender salary starts
about $7,152 - $8 .492 . Another good
agent to contact for jobs is The
Transit Authority at 370 Jay Str·eet.
Brooklyn, call 330-3000 anQ. ask for job
application department. Ask what
vacancies are available or will be
available soon .

nourished by the experiences of Black ·
people."
Applause broke out when he added
"whether someone is black in color or
not - they are black because they are
witness to the experiences of Black
people in this country."
When a student expressed fellings
of being held back by the high
grammatical standards of college
writing. the conservatively dressed
Brown told her "don't deny others the
pleasure of reading your work by

a

Relating his feelings in such way
that the listener can identify with his
message, Wesley Brown successfully
takes the focus of attention away from
himself and into that realm of human
experience he occasionally refers to .
The affirmative responses from those
listening attests to this.
In the midst of screamers.
justifying their own self-worth.
Wesley Brown is a man standing
quietly- but most assuredly.

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
Send to:
(offer expires Dec . 31, 1978)
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH

Are you Handicapped?
If so. N.Y. Human Rights Division at 2
World Trade Center. Room 5349.
N.Y.C .. 10047, has a pamphlet to

assist you on job information .
Ex Vets
How about picking up a check for $80
or $90 a month? The reserves are
looking for some good men. You can
supplement your income by attending
just one weekend a month and two
weeks active duty per year. You will
be gaining some extra bread and
building up a pension . Some branches
like the National Guard have Civilian
jobs available to reserves. Check it
out. It only takes a phone call.
Remember: You can Earn while you
Learn .

TYPING
TYPING
TYPING DONE AT
NEGOTIABLE FEE
CALL MIRIAM-(212) 299-1783

Free Pregnancy Tests
Abortion Contraception
Fill Gynecological Services
All Women's Health Services
Suburban Medical Arts Bldg.
280 Dobbs Ferry Road (1008)
White Plains. N.Y.

Mon-Sat by appt.
914/946-0050

EARN $180- $480 A WEEK
Stuffing and addressing envelopes with circulars for various
businesses. Do this in your spare time. You earn
a~proximately S60.00per hundred mailed. For details send a
self-addressed stamped envelope to:

DELTA SERVICES
P.O. Box 38 No. IS
Cambria Heights,N. Y. 11411
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Martial Arts: The Fine Art of Self Discipline
by YVONNE FARRINGTON
There is more to gettin g your body
in good shape than climbing a hill
every morning. Reggie Gooden .
Bronx Community College student.
and teacher of martial arts know just
what it takes .
Reggie says, "Serious shaping up
should include jogging. swimming,
dancing, and anything else that' s
physically and mentally good for
you .''
He currently holds a black belt in
Iaido and VeeTitsu . not because he
likes to fight but because he likes
physical fitness. Reggie Gooden's
studies started 12 years a go with
Moses Powell. who Reggie says , is
one of the finest teachers in New
York . " He has been teaching for
about 20 years. He is known for using
the Sanuceu system . I have also
studied with Prof. Vee who has about
30 years of teaching experience and
who also has his own special system
of teaching . Both of these people have
given me moral character and helped
to put me on the right road."
Reggie has a school that is located
in East Harlem called Lai-Lee . His
students consist of men. women. and
children. He admits. "I prefer
teaching children. Children are
innocent and are always ready to
learn . You never have a problem with
a child 'ego-tripping.' "
Reggie teaches self-defense, but
also teaches his students ·to use their

skills only if extremely urgent. "Fun
if possible . then if you are completely
surrounded . fight 1 " Regg ie judges hi s
students on their rate of progress.
attendance . and most of all. they a re
judged on their attitudes . He
recommend s
martial
arts
for
everyone. especially women .
Reggi e say s . " The re is no time limit
on dev eloping good skills . but
constant practice will shov.· progress.
There are other ways to improve on
your skills . dancing seems to be one
that's good for me. I feel that more

Reggie

Gooden

demonstrates

athletes should try dancing as a way
of exercise. I sometimes study
da ncing with Prof. Charlotte Smith. of
B.C .C. and Milo who is also an outstanding teacher and dancer. I
definitely feel that the students at
B.C.C. should take advantage of the
campus facilities available to them .
More students should use the track ,
the sa una . and pool. "
Reggie says , "I try to live my life
one day at a time. You never know if
tomorrow will come or not so you
have to live for now. Do it the very

with

fellow player Godfrey Golding

best you can. Love as many people as
you can . L(!arn patience and understanding.''
Reggies has won numerous awards
tor his outstanding demostrations in
tournaments. His future plans are to
earn a doctorate in Health and
Physical Education . "I'd like to work
as a physical therapist or study
athletic medicine . I'd also like to work
with children or with Senior
Citizens ."
How does one go about getting into
shape and finding a good teacher?
" When looking for a good teacher you
should first find out how good his
student s are. His students . if properly
trained . should have res pect for him
and should ha ve respect for each
other. "
Reggie al so uses meditation and
Yoga as training methods. He recommends a good diet for starters.
He eats only tish and vegetables.
" Live a constructive life. both
phys ically and mentally . Study hard.
play a lot of sports and really get
involved with yourself."
Reggie is 5 ' (j ' ' and weighs HiO
pounds . He was born in Harlem
Hospital and now resides in the
Bronx . He is a student at Bronx
Community College and has been
studying Health and Physical Ed for
l 1/2 years .
The Martial Arts Club plans a
campus exhibition. Everyone will be
invited to what should turn out to be
an exciting performance.

Theatre Workshop: a cool performance
Camp and nostalgia was the name of
the game on November 16, 17 and 18th,
when the Theatre Workshop. under the
direction of Associate Professor AI
Cosentino. presented the George S.
Kaufman-Moss Hart farce, You Can't
Tkae It With You. The play first
openen in New York In 1936; had a run
of 837 performances and In 1937, won
the Pulitzer Prize.
The most madcap of all the Kaufman-Hart products was the picture of
the completely irresponsiblel and completely captivating Sycamore Family.
The root of the Sycamore Family was
Grandpa Vanderhof. who for variety
attended commencements, threw darts,
hunted snakes and manufactured fireworks .
The Sycamore Family was made in
Grandpa's image. His daughter Pene-

lopae. an aimless but eager muddlehead. since the day a typewriter \vas delivered by mistake. has been writing a
play . Penelope is also a sculptress ; Mr.
DePinna. an iceman who has been their
guest tor eight years. poses tor her as a
discus thrm.ver. Easie practices ballet
while her husband plays the Xylophone. The fireworks explosives cook in
the cellar. And a tipsy actress comes to
give her opinion of Penelope's play. It is
the wrong night tor the supercilious
society Kirby's. but they arrive nonetheless.
Each of the figures in You Can't
Take It With You portrays an individual in oddity. The doings of the
Sycamore's und!rected by mundane
motives. denying the monetary standards of humdrum lite. responsible to
the moments whims and the apt sug-

I'm the real brains of the show.
gestions. whirl around like the colored
chips in a kaleidoscope.
The cast included: Sheila McCurtis.
Peter Roman. Lydia Beatty. Mark

Kwanza: A joyous celebration Dec. 26 to Jan. 1
The work Kwanza is a Swahili word
meaning first of "First Fruits."
Kwanza originated when our ancestors
gathered together to celebrate the harvesting of the first crops. After the
harvest was over, the entire community
engaged in singing. dancing, and
eating. Everyone gathered together to
give collective thanks for the collective
etlott that made the community prosperotis. We should always remember
that collective work and responsibility.
living together, sharing the fruits of our
labor, is traditional among people of
color. Our recovery of Kwanza is just
one aspect of the attitude of unity.
When we recovered Kwanza. we rediscovered part of our African selves.
By affirming our Black Holy days, we
begin to create the traditions that will
be passed on to yet unborn generations
and we then become the ancestor. By
coming together to give thanks and

enjoy the blessing of living and working
l"Ollectively we give connete expression
of our lmani (Fa ith) in our people and
righteousness . Kwanza is not a substitute tor Christmas, but separate and
distinl't. The seven principles (Nquzo
Saba) arc:
I. UMOJA (Unity) To strive for and
maintain unity in the family. community. nation . and race.
KUJICHAGULIA
(Self2.
Determination) To define ourselves.
name ourselves. instead of being
defined and spoken lor by others.
J . UJIMA (Collective work and
responsibility) To build and maintain
our community together. and to make
our brothers and sisters' problems our
problems. and to solve them together.
(Co-Operative
4 . UJAMAA
Economics) To build and maintain our
own stores. shops and other businesses
and to protit together from them.

5. NIA (Purpose) To make as our
collective vocation the building and
developing of our community in order
to restore our people to their Traditional greatness.
6.KUUMBA (Creativity) To do
always as much as we can in the way we
l'an in order to leave our community
more beautiful and beneficial than
when ·we inherited it.
7. IMANI (Faith) To believe with all
our hearts in our Parents, our Teachers, our Leaders . our People and the
righteousness of the struggle to attain
success.
KWANZA .. . . a time when Black
Folks get together to celebrate their
survival and give thanks to their ancestors for their strength ... a time to give
thanks to their children ... a time for
reassessment of values and planning for
more internal growth. Have a fruitful
Kwanza.

The cast get It all together, they tried to
take it with them.
Siggelko, Tim Helecki , Pat Brown,
Tony Fusko. Susan Siggelko. Rafael
Velado, Pat Batieste. Randy Urrutia,
Joe Bello and David Adler.
Performances were held in the Hall
of Fame Playhouse of the Gould
Student Center. Tickets were only one
dollar. but many students thought it
was worth much. much more!
Good Morning sun
Its been a long sleep
Encourage my budding
Help me become what I am
Strong and tall
Beautiful and seductive
I have been cold
Left bare and alone
In the dark snowy nights
Chilling my veins
Leaving me stunted
My emotions have blossomed
And again I breathe
I feel the nourishment go
Through my body
Reaching the very end of my limbs
Feeling great and reaching far
into the sky
Developing and flowering with
a gentle blush
Again. it turns cold.

Valerie Corseri
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Sports for Other People
The Right to Know
Continued from Page 4
that's understandable; they have problems for themselves spending a budget
of $44,000 in fee monies , maintaining a string of offices and secretaries .. .
Giving great dances and fighting student problems ... what problems? .. .
Uh, uh. They tried to exclude the budget of some of the clubs and services at
the September budget meeting ... uh. uh. Plus they're busy having sexistdissention problems in their ranks and trying to manipulate control over
each other.
In one instance. members of the Student Government, with the support of
their faculty advisor, tried to unseat Student Government Member. Jenell
Ellis. becau se her role as President of the Forensic Societv and as a member
of the Student Government supposedly presented a contli~t of interest .
You may also become aware that all the glittering academic options
presently springing from nowhere are not always in your best interest. When
you realize that many of these faculty have been around for years. offering
nothing academically, you should wonder why they have suddenly become
engrossed in helping you better your education \vith advice, tutoring and
requesting you to sign-up for their new courses next semester.
You may very well be nothing more to them than a name on an attendance
roster. which could preserve their jobs.

IJANCE:
Dance is another sport that offers an
outlet for stress. develops great
discipline and is alot of fun . Instructor
Milo Timmons teaches Afro and
Caribbean Dance . A study which takes
you not onl y through an incredible
experience in dance forms of a variety
of ethnic backgrounds, it takco.; you on a
trip through colour. majesty, musical
and spiritual evolution that turns you
back to the beginning of mans'
<.' reativity and brings you forward to the
joy, tears and laughter of present day
Afro-Americanism. And you can do it
while you dance.
Professor Charlotte Honda-Smith
teaches the elements and gracefulness
of modern dan<.·e. Modern Dance puts
you in steps. twirls and stories told
through a fi.lrm of panominc. This deals
with more contemporary lifestyles in it's
their own point of viev.· on the issues of routines . It offers. surprisingly enough
the complaints . When asked why she to many people. a great understanding
thought students failed Nursing 14. of one's total physical and mental
Prof. Lofstedt. of the Nursing Depart - development and attitude - which is
ment replied, "Most of the students the most important reward of all.
who fail Nursing I 4 do so because they
fail Pharmacology. They just do not
know it." Prof. Levey, states that in her YOGA
Yoga is another of the new sports.
opinion. students fail because they are
not sure of decimal point placement in but it is a science and an art at the same
mathematical computations. they don't time.
really understand the material nor do
In yoga you experience three won·
they know how to do basic workouts. derful things at the same time tor
In essence, both Professors place openers. The slow deliberate body
failure on the lack of basic knowledge stretching exercises take you int othe
on the part of the students and not on highest level of physical development,
extenuating circumstances such as spiritual mental awakening and the
anxiety, lack of scrap paper, over- magnificent. experience of relief from
crowded classrooms, insufficient study daily stress through the positive release
material or too little time for exams. of body energy. One become aware of
The Nursing Department faculty feel positive and negative vibrations and
that students also have a problem l'an either be in touch with a means of
understanding the principles of the constructive confrontation or complete
course, which makes it impossible to avoidance of that which is untransfer the information to practical desireahle. You will also learn about
proper diet and will then be exposed to
I,JSe .
Faculty suggests that students utilize
Nursing tutors. Math tutors and practice multiple choice exams as an aide to
learning Nursing I 4 material and state
that if extreme personal problems are Bilin~ual Tutorial Laboratory
affecting a student and interfering with
the learning process. a make-up test
The Modern Language Department
may be possible.
is developing a bilingual tutorial
When asked if there was training for
laboratory to assist students in their
Nurses to dispense medication in
college courses for all departments.
proper dosage. for patients who must
A major goa I is to begin with the stutake more than one kind of medication
dent's lirst language and to enable
or deal with side-effects . Professor
him her to be successful in courses
Levey. a Nursing professor said. "They
throughout the College. The fact that
re<:eive that training on the hospital
students must communicate in
unit with an instructor on duty."
English to satisfactorily complete
The students agree. but one adds.
each course, is always kept in mind
"The chance lor that happening has
by the bilingual and trilingual tutors.
been once this semester and only seven
The lab will be open daily Room 516
times in my two years of Nursing study.
in the Tech Two Building.
Plus you don't always get the same
instructors or the same tutors . This Alumni Association Calendar
causes confusion because they have
different methods of teaching. Each
Holiday Di.~count Shop
floor varies in kinds of medications it Pre-Holiday discount shop-Locw
utilizes, so how can you learn enough to
Hall. room 224 from 10:00 a.m. to
feel safe and confident with so little
7:00p.m. on the following Tuesdays.
opportunity in each place?"
Wednesdays
and
Thursdays:
December
12,
13,
14,
19,
20 and 21.
Members of the Medical profession
Do your holiday shopping on
questioned on the matter were stunned
Campus-cosmetics, toys, games,
to hear that such a crucial area as
sweaters-you name it, we'll have
Pharmacology was left to be almost
it-New and Used. Anyone who has
self-taught. as is stated by the students .
anything to contribute, such as
A response from a practicing Nurse
clothing, toys, books, etc., should
was. "New drugs are put on the market
contact Prof. Dolores Bullard, Loew
everyday. It's virtually impossible to
Hall rm 209, Ext. 678 or Ms. Joyce
know them all without updated inEinson, Loew Hall rm 202, Ext.
formation . Even the fairly standard
243 .-SHOP ALUMNI-All condrugs would require classes and extentributions are TAX DEDUCTIBLE.
sive study to know them well.

Nurses Out of Grad Line
Continued from Page 2
help could be gotten with the use of
C.A.L. (computer assistance learning)
a computerized question and answer
program at the computer center. However, students say the system only tells
you if you asked a question incorrectly
or if your answer is wrong. It cannot
explain what is wrong. Therefore it
really doesn't teach.
A Nursing assistant is supposed to be
available to clarify errors. According to
students, none has been on the job
regularly this semester. Research bears
out that no assistant has been available
since last October.
In addition , the number of CAL
computers are limited and cannot
accommodate the large number of
students that want and require its help.

Faculty Viewpoint
Nursing Department faculty have

STUDENT PARKING
SPRING 1fJ79
The sale of student parking permits
for the spring 1979 semester will follow
the schedule listed below:
Renewal period for those students
that had permits during the fall 1978

semester only.
January 29. Monday- from 9AM to
8PM
All other students come on a first
come / first served basis.
January 30. Tuesday- from 9AM to
8PM
January 31. Wednesday from
9AM to 5PM
February 1. Thursday - from 9AM
to 8PM
February 2. Friday - from 9AM to
SPM

Sale of permits will terminate when
limited supply is exhausted.
PROCEDURE
1) Report to room 202. South Hall
2) Bring l.D. or Bursar's receipt
3) Bring a ball point pen
4) Bring Certiticd Check or Money
Order made out to Bronx Community
College (no cash or personal checks wiD

be accepted)
Day student parking -$22.88 (from
8AM to II PM)
Evening student parking -$17.00
(from 4PM to 11 PM)
5) Have car ownership information with
you.
6) Have car insurance information with
you .

Continued from Page 8
Katz, the Syncronized Swimming Instructor. presented a complete water
show with live disco music and a
fashion show . The water show included
solo and group synchronized swimming
routines. a diving exhibition and a
scuba diving demonstration . It was Jots
fun and exciting.

a host of methods to acquire good
health.
RUNNING
In late October. twenty-tive women
demonstrated their high interest in the
sport of Running in the first three and a
half hour session of B.C.C. 's Women's
Running CUnic Program. This event
was coordinated by veteran runners Dr.
J. Jeuchter. Health and Education
Department and students Elaine
Moorehead and Gloria Martine z.
Department Chairman Richard Kor
made a personal appearance to greet
the participants .
Prof. Michael Bennett, of the Math
Department, talked enthusiastically
about running as a system of weight
loss. Prof. Bennett has invited College
Discovery STudents and other to join
him on Wednesdays. from II-I2 p.m .
on Ohio Field to run.
Prof. Mitchell Wenzel provided tips
on equipment: running shoes were at
the top of the list. Tips were also given
on exercise, warm-ups. running
techniques and college facilities.
Everyone was interested in the
prevention of problems in running and
a flyer provided some thoughts on these
topics. Both beginner and experienced
runner participated.
If you are interested in running with
someone from the Running Clinic, pick
up a schedule from Helen Weiss in the
Alumni Gyn (300) and join us.

WE GOOFED
In the last edition of the
Communicator. we incurred some
mistakes for which we would now like
to a pol<. gize and point out the corrections .
* The Campus Directory stated that
Project S.O.S. rendered services in
geriatrics. mental health and legal
assistance : unfortunately, this is not
true.
* The Directory neglected to
include the Evening, Saturday and
Extension Center Office Service for
Student Information. located in Tech
Two. Room G0-2, after 5:00 5:00P.M.
which is handled by Peter Daniels.
Ext. 742

WHERE DID I COME FROM?
WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
Exchange thoughts and feelings,
ideas and beliefs around vital
questions. Inter-Faith Fellowship is
starting at B.C.C. Meetings at 1:00
PM. on Wednesdays, Loew 336 .
Faculty, students and staff are
welcome. Bring your lunch. Fr.
Meehan 585-1711
JOIN THE YEARBOOK TEAM.,....
THEY CAN USE YOUR TALENT
Arc you into Creative Writing.
Photography, Art, or Design? Are
you 'into journalism. Photo Dark·
room work? Are you into management, Typing, or research? Join The
Yearbook Team and get better at it.
Contact: Pauline Borkon in GOULD
STUDENT CENTER room 102 or
call 367-7300 ext. 455

Cake Sale
The Alumni Association's bi-monthly
cake sale is scheduled for Wednesday
and Thursday, December 20 and
21st-Anyone wishing to donate
baked goods should contact Prof.
Dolores J. Bullard or Ms. Joyce
Einson. Free Alumni Association
Raffles will be given to those who
donate baked goods.

Men's Tennis
All male students who are
interested in trying out for the Tennis
Team are urged to contact Coach
Wong or leave their name and
address at the main office of the
Phys ical
Education
Department
located on the 3rd floor of the Alumni
Gym Building .
The team will begin preparations
for the defense of its Metropolitan
Community
College
Conference
crown during the intersession period
occurring in January .

The first meeting of the team will be
on Tuesday. January 16th in the
Alumni Gym Conference Room .
Indoor practice will commence the
following day at Stadium Courts
located at II East 162 Street (I block
west of Jerome Avenue) the team
budget will absorb the costs of
practice.
Contact Coach Wong now to
determine your eligibility status and
then mark down the important dates
a hove .

Margaret Castro Wins 2nd International Crown
Margaret Castro tells about the Trip to and from a Championship
This year eight women Judokas
represented America in The Eighth
British Open Championships for
Women in London City. We left on
Oct. 16, and returned on Oct. 23.
Our departure from JFK was
scheduled for 9: 30 p.m . The radio
control was not in order so we returned to the gate. Finally our plane
departed at 12:00 midnight . The plane
ride lasted six hours. We arrived in
Heathrow Airport at 11:00 London
time. After picking up our luggage we
hailed a cab. There were two cabs .
The cabs drove us to theY Hotel in the
center of London City. When we
arrived at the hotel two girls shared a
room . When we got to our rooms
everyone fell out: we were all very
tired from the plane ride. We adjusted
our watches and took a six hour nap .
After waking up we unpacked. We
met our teammates in the lobby to go
out and eat dinner.
The Y Hotel had much atheltic
equipment. This year we did not get a
chance to jog in the park. The equipm~nt in the hotel was· very helpful to
us. Every morning we set mats down
on the floor and had a light workout
and lots of stretching. Later on during
the day I would put on my warm-up
suit and play basketball, squash,
volley ball, badmittin. or even dance
in theY Hotel's Discotheque . Most of
the days went like this. I met many

people just walking the streets. They
were very friendly, especially when
they heard we were a Judo team
representing the U.S.A . This year we
did not have much time to sight see.
But we made it to the London Zoo
which was very exciting. We saw
beautiful Panda Bears, Rhinocerous
and other interesting species.
On Friday we decided to check out
of theY Hotel and stay much closer to
the tournament sites . We checked in
at the Crystal Palace Towers. It was a
small house, and breakfast was
included with the room . This hotel
was in the surburban area . but it was
within walking distance of the
tournament site . We were scheduled
to fight on Saturday individually, and
as a team on Sunday .
The big day finally arrived for all
the players . At 9:00a.m. the matches
were scheduled to begin and they did .
The tournament was in process from
9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Five mats
were being used. There were about
fourteen countries and one hundred
fifty competitors. Everyone was
fighting to win. However. several
players made it to the semi-finals .
And again this year I was one of the
semi-finalists. Again the• music was
playing and we marched around the
entire arena . This year I also played
two weight divisions. I won a Gold
Medal in both Open and Heavyweight
Division. The best part of the prize

was my gold medal in the
heavyweight because. last year I won
a bronze medal in the heavyweight. I
was really determined to win the
heavyweight and the open weight
division. Open weight is equivalent to
Grand Champion. This is the first
time an American has taken the open
division twice consecutively. My
teammates were all very proud of me .
This year the American team brought
home three golds. one silver, and two
bronze medals. After the tournament
we had dinner and a few lagers
(beer).
On Sunday morning we were back
at the· Crystal Palace Sport Centre.
Three countries entered the Team
Championship (America, Great
Britain, Austria). The American

team all received a gold medal that
day. So once again the American
women took over.
We did not go to sleep that night. We
drove and drove and drove . About 6
:00 a .m. we arrived a_t the hotel and
packed our luggage . We took another
cab to Heathrow Airport. Our plane
departed at 9:10a .m. from Heathrow
Airport and arrived at JFK at 1:20
p.m. I was happy to be back home o
the other girls still had to fly to
Boston. Dayton. San Jose, and
Milwaukee.
When I got home I was glad to see
my pops . The phone was ringing
every moment. Well later on I finally
got some sleep. Now I'll start getting
ready for next year's events.

SPORTS FOR
OTHER PEOPLE
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Wo01en's Running Clinic
Coming to B.C.C.

Gloria Martinez warms up during
running clinic session.

In late October. twenty-five women
demonstrated their high interest in the
sport of Running in the first three and a
half hour session of B.C.C.'s Womens'
Running Clinic Program . This event
was coordinated by veteran runners Dr.
J. Juechter. Health & Education
Department and students Elaine
Moorehead and Gloria Martinez.
Department Chairman Richard Kor
made a personal appearance to greet
the participants.
Prof. Michael Bennett, of the Math
Department, talked enthusiastically
about running as a system of weight
loss. Prof. Bennett has invited College
Discovery Students and other to join
him on Wednesdays. from I 1-12 p.m.
on Ohio Field to run .
Prof. Mitchell Wenzel, provided tips
on equipment; running shoes were at
the top of his list. Tips were also given
on exercise , warm-ups. running · techniques and college facilities. Everyone
was interested in the prevention of
problems in running and a flyer provided some thoughts on these topics.
Both beginner and experienced runner
participated.
If you are interested in running with
someone from the running Clinic, pickup a schedule from Helen Weiss in the
Alumni Gym (300) and join us . .
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by SHERRIE MYERS AND
VALERIE CORSERI
INTRAMURALS
There's a whole bunch of students
around campus that are not able to play
on the big (varsity) college teams we
have at B.C.C. Don't fret classmates; in
case you didn't know, the Physical
Education Department offers a
multitude of sports activities just tor
you. If you want to star. just stay in
shape, or relieve the stress of the days
hassel, pop into the gym and check it
out.
The Intramurals Program consists of
clubs such as bowling, health and
physical education, and Scuba diving.
The program sponsors a host of
Tournaments in Men's and Women's
basketball ( the winners of the men's
tournament participates in the Schiltz
Award Tournament), co-ed volleyball.
ping-pong, paddle ball and swimming
races. Finally in the competitive arena,
The Super Female and Male Contest
lor senior citizens.
Coordinator Professor Mitch Wenzel

says "We have worthwhile activities
that our students should take advantage of. The facilities are open to
all. Anyone can take part in any activity. The Intramurals is a great way to
stay in shape. We have all the things a
health spa has; the only difference is
that we don't charge money," continues
Wenzel.
In order to take part in anything the
program offers. you must have a
validated I. D. card or a current Alumni
card.
SYNCRONIZED SWIMMING
Synchronized swimming is an art for
water lovers. It is much like ballet.
except that it is performed in the water.
As you might have guessed, it's a
fantastic sight to see. But the experience of participation is beyond any
description .
Swimming in itself is one of'the few
sports that utilizes all your muslces,
builds lung capacity and is a sport that
can also save your life.
On december 15, Professor Jane
Continued on Pale 7

